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Discover a new dimension of play that the new 
generation of video bingo games provides.

Let the players enjoy this exciting experience 
on the  Blackwave®.

Boosts the Bingo prize to 
crazy levels (also when pla-
ying extra balls).

A progressive Mistery prize 
unique to every machine.

A special kind of extra ball 
daubing a single number in 
each card played! Guarantees  
at least one  prize.

Playing for high prizes? The 
customer will love our dis-
counts!

FEATURES

BASE GAME

Zitro Cow Race® has been designed for players 
with a gambler profile.

Zitro Cow Race® is based on a bingo game where 
44 balls are drawn. 

MULTIPLE WAYS TO WIN

Zitro Cow Race® offers a paytable with 10 ways to 
hit a prize.  Award frequencies are high, granting a 
fantastic animated experience for your customers.

BONUS

Zitro Cow Race® offers FOUR differents kinds of bo-
nus. 
• With the exciting RACE BONUS the player run a 

frantic race.
• Explote the milk bottles to win in the MILK BOTT-

LES BONUS.
• Stop! The traffic light is red, chosse the better prize 

with TAFFIC LIGHT BONUS.
• Spin the reels in the SLOT BONUS.

EXTRA BALL

Zitro Cow Race® offers the player the chance to pur-
chase additional balls in certain situations at the end 
of a game, so the player can choose to wager more 
credits for the chance to increase their current prize. 

WILD BALL
When purchasing Extra Balls, the player may be 
awarded with the Wild Ball. Our original and well-lo-
ved feature which allows the player to pick a number 
on the cards by simply touching it, and claiming the 
prize!

SUPER WIN
Super win gives the player freedom to enter into another new and exciting gameplay experience. By 
simply activating the SUPERWIN button, the player will wager an additional credit per bet and get 
access to the following features:

GAME TYPE:

VIDEO BINGO

CARDS CONFIGURATION: 

Player may choose to play up to 4 cards. Betting con-

figuration allow to play 1 to 100 credits per card.

DENOMINATION: 

Configurable in a wide range of denominations 

the machine can be tailored to the market and 

customers needs.

GAMEPLAY: 

Zitro gives LIFE to the classic Bingo games 

featuring mesmerizing prize animations, 

wonderful music themes and exciting bonus 

games, building an amazing gaming expe-

rience. The Extra Ball feature allows the pla-

yer to search for their lucky and find their 

desired ball hidden behind the spots, after 

the initial drawn.

PROGRESSIVES PRIZES: 

Increase the enjoyment and revenue by 

adding progressive prizes to the Jackpot. 

It can be configured as a single progres-

sive prize, or a linked progressive shared 

amongst others Zitro Video Bingo games. 

Additionally, the game offers full compatibili-

ty with Zitro’s well-known Community Games 

such as Aircash™ and Treasure Box™.


